NLI - Is it a Fair Use Workshop

Workshop Resources Folder:  
http://tinyurl.com/IsItAFairUse-Wrkshp-2016

Additional Examples with a library context

1) Choose a Group Recorder & Reporter  
2) Open the Fair Use Evaluator Tool  
3) Discuss and analyze your case study for Fair Use applicability  
   ● See scenario and questions below  
   ● Record your analysis in the Fair Use Evaluator tool and create a PDF

Library Examples - Case Study

As you go through these examples, think about:

1. The information provided  
2. Is there other information you would need to know to make a decision about whether or not this is use is a fair use or less fair?  
3. What questions and/or suggestions would you have for someone in these situations?

Examples:

1. You are creating a training manual for library students and you want to liven it up by adding an image https://flic.kr/p/DC3kp5 that you found on Flickr.

2. A teaching assistant comes to the circulation desk and asks to place a photocopy of an entire textbook on reserve for the class.

3. You are working with a committee on campus and a community group to plan and install a 3-week long in-person exhibit on celebratory traditions. One of the group members suggests having an ipad or screen available and playing a 10 minute clip of the ewok party from the ending scene of Return of the Jedi (1983) to illustrate a well-known celebration.

4. A group decorating a library space for a Halloween party open the to the public wants to display posters or images from 30 scary movies filmed between 1896 and 1962. At the same time they're building an open online exhibit on scary Halloween movies for anyone to access via their club website. They plan to post digital copies of the posters or images there.